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Abstract--Identifying the occurrence of congestion in a network is a major task. The congestion can occur in any intermediate node when the
data packets are being transmitted from source to destination. The congestion will lead to high packet loss, delay and wastage of band width.
There are several approaches propose for detecting and overcome the congestion in the network. In this paper propose dynamic congestion
detection and control in the network. Here using average router buffer length the router detect the maximum congestion level, if the threshold
value is exceed the limitation one CRP (Congestion Report Packet) packet will be generate it forward to all its neighbors and sender too with
the help of ICMP Protocol. And by using Rating technique easy to control the congestion.
Key Points: Congestion, CRP, ICMP, Queue length, rating technique.
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1. Introduction
In dynamic Networks don‟t have a fixed
infrastructure; it is a collection of notes and transmission
lines. In a network each node acts as a router, which helps
forwarding the packets from source to destination. In OSI
reference model congestion control is the responsibility of
the transport layer. However recent research has found that
the users‟ access speed has increase and thus affects the
efficiency of the network. New techniques are required to
improve the efficiency of network traffic. The current
assumption the networking research effects on individual
network flow quality of service. Including loss of the packet,
variation of delay time and wastage of the bandwidth. One
way to reduce the load on the router is to increase the
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the network. The
data packet length exceeds the MTU then applies
fragmentation method and divided into equal length of
packets and inject to the network. The major problem is to
find the appropriate route path to respective destinations and
a network or geographical areas with more overhead for add
on responsibility. If any drop of data, warning bit used to
create the traces for data and will complete the duplicity of
data. This mechanism will avoid big overhead which is
introduced due to complete duplicate copy of data with each
vehicular node agent so to decrease the congestion. The
main objective is control the congestion by monitoring the
network, if any problem in the network pass the information
and solve the problem. This paper we introduce CRP packet
to detect the congestion and control the congestion. We are
considering best-effort connectionless packet-switched
networks where link capacity is typically fixed. Given that

link bandwidth (and hence overall bit rate) is fixed, network
operations which deal with bit rates may be useful. For
example, if routers can feed back rate information to sources
of traffic flows, then the routers can participate in the fair
allocation of link capacity. Transport protocols which are
rate-based can admit packets into the network uniformly
spaced: this helps to prevent short-term congestion.
Combined, these techniques can be used as a form of
congestion control, by allocating rates to traffic flows which
keep network operation at the knee-point of peak power
2. Related work
1.

Congestion Detection: Set the minimum and
maximum threshold value of queue length.
2. The minimum is 0.35 of buffer size.
3. The maximum is 2*0.35 minimum of buffer size.
Case 1: If the queue status is < minimum threshold.
The incoming traffic is low and queue is in safe
zone.
Case2: The queue status > minimum threshold and
Inst_queue < maximum threshold.
The incoming traffic is normal and queue is in
congested zone.
Case3: Inst_queue>maximum threshold.
The incoming traffic is heavy and queue is in
congested zone.
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Sample state chart Diagram:

network, found by timing a packet bounced off some remote
host. This time includes the time in which the packets reach
the destination and the time in which the receiver processes
it and replies.
Step3: Router will broadcast all its information over the
network for other routers and receives .Thus all routers
share their knowledge and broadcast their information to
each other and each router is acquainted with the structure
and the status of the network.
Step4: The router will evaluate the best route between two
nodes of network. Thus the best route for the packets to
every node is chooses. For this evaluation the shortest path
algorithm of Dijkstra is performed.

2.1 Route Discovery
While the transmission of packet from source to
destination, suppose intermediate node detect the congestion
it generate warning message to its predecessor and
successors nodes. These nodes are attempt to identify the
alternative path destined for destination. In the dynamic
network the routers make dynamic path towards the
destination.
2.2 Dynamic Routing Algorithm
In Dynamic environment router make independent path
from source to destination. In Adaptive method every data
packet having full length of address. Best dynamic
algorithm is
Link state algorithm :
The main principles of link state algorithm Each router
keeps a topology database of whole network link state
updates flooded, or multicast to all network routers compute
their routing tables based on topology often uses Dijkstra‟s
shortest path algorithm. Mainly it consists of several
operations in link state algorithm:
Step1: Finding of routers which are physically connected to
the routers and also its IP address. When router starts
working it will send the “HELLO” packet over the network.
All routers within the network will receive the message its
replays the ip address of that particular router.

III.Dynamic congestion detection and control
Network is a telecommunications network that allows
computers to exchange data. Networked computing devices
pass data to each other along data connections. Data is
transferred in the form of packets. A packet consists of two
kinds of data: control information and user data. The control
information provides data the network needs to deliver the
user data, for example: source and destination network
addresses, error detection codes, and sequencing
information. Typically, control information is found in
packet headers and trailers, with payload data in between.
3.1 Sample Packet Transmission process:

Step2: Delay time for the neighboring routers in the
network will be measured. Routers will send the Echo
packets over the network, every router that receives these
packets replies with an Echo reply Packet. By dividing the
Round Trip Time by 2, routers can count the delay time. The
Round Trip Time is a measure of the current delay on a
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3.2 Congestion Estimation
Congestion in a network signifies that a node at any interval
became congested and started to lose packets. Several
metrics are available to monitor the congestion status at
node level. For instance, it could be based on the average
queue length and the percentage of packets discarded for
lack of buffer space. Every second, a node checks the
occupancy of its link layer queue using the dynamic
congestion estimation technique so as to detect congestion
well in advance. The dynamic congestion
(DC) estimation technique is a queue management algorithm
that makes use of a direct measurement of the congestion
status. In this situation, our algorithm introduces the
Queue_utilization parameter, which will help to change the
Maxth values dynamically until the alternative path
discovery becomes true. We used expression (5) to get
Queue_utilization value (Minth= 35% Queue_size; Maxth=
70% Queue_size; and Queue_utilization = 87.5%
Queue_size), which consists of three ranges. It varies from
85% to 90% queue size with 2.5% difference. Finally, if the
average queue length is greater than Maxth, then node‟s
congestion status becomes Zone-III (congested zone). The
algorithm for dynamic congestion estimation is shown in
Algorithm I

3.3 CRP Generation and Performance
If the congestion is occur, CSP packet generated by
congested router and it forward to their neighbours and
directly transmit to sender through ICMP protocol. The
sender check the status of CRP packet the packets itself

show the information about present list of the packets in the
router buffer, if buffer is become overflow then sender give
rating for the buffered packets, that message forward to the
congested router with help of urgent pointer. The router
discarded packets those are having less priority finally
congestion will be reduced certain amount.

Algorithm II: Receive CRP at predecessor node
Input packet p = (cong_status, src_addr, dst_addr) to all the
Valid entries
/* Src: source node; Dst: destination Node; Cong_status –
neighbour
Congestion status*/
Begin
Construct new node set from current node to destination
Call route discovery process
/* find a new route from current node to destination */
Update new node set and add to all two hop neighbours
Node‟s routing table
Set Route=True
End…
IV.Conclusion
We have proposed a Rate based congestion control
mechanism for heterogeneous data for Dynamic
environment. Network characteristics like congestion and
route failure need to be detected and remedied with a
reliable mechanism. To solve the congestion problem, we
have proposed a dynamic congestion estimation technique
that could analyze the traffic fluctuation. By having early
detection of the buffer, we can initiate the process of the
feedback to control the congestion. This scheme is better as
compare to the waiting for congestion to happen and then to
take corrective action. We have included the priority bit
along with the congestion notification bit. This will aid the
conveyance of the CRP packet to reach up to the
neighbouring nodes. After simulating the algorithm, we are
going to compare the expected results to the simulated
results.
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